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Step 1. Start off by determining the height of the threshold. Make sure to measure at three locations: the hinge-
side of the door, the strike-side and the very center of the door. These will often be the same height, however, if
there are varying degrees of slope, use the height of lowest point of the three locations (shim-stock is available to
"build-up" the Landing where necessary).

How to Order an EntryLevel Landing

Three Steps:

Step 2. Determine the type of Landing and approach
your application requires. There are three basic types
of Landing configurations: one-sided, two-sided and
three-sided approaches. Three-sided Landings are
the most popular variety as they allow for three sides
of approach into the facility. There are instances
where structural impediments exist such as walls,
planters or curbing which makes one-sided or two-
sided Landings the better option.

One Sided Entry-Level Landing
(Front Approach)

Two Sided Entry-Level Landing
(Left Side Approach) Two Sided Entry-Level Landing

(Right Side Approach)
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Two Sided Entry-Level Landing

Three Sided Entry-Level Landing

60”

48”

60”  or 72”

Denotes the number of approach sides.
Denotes the height.

Denotes the level surface.

Step 3. Now that the height has been determined, next
you will specify the overall square footage (in feet or
inches) of the maneuverable level surface. Per federal
guidelines for safe accessibility, the measurement of
the level surface area is typically 60" x 48", 60" x 60" or
60" x 72", however, custom sizes are available.

The dimensions listed above satisfy most single and
double door configurations. There will be instances
that require custom sizes. Simply contact our in-house
Customization Department for assistance.

To order an EntryLevel Landing, follow the three steps
above, then select the SKU that fits your needs.
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